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ABSTRACT 
We give bounds for the real parts of the characteristic roots of tournament 
matrices. 
Let A = [u,J be an n X n tournament matrix, i.e., a matrix of zeros and ones 
whose main diagonal elements are zero and uii + uii = 1 for i # i. Let oi, . . . ,a, 
be the characteristic roots of A and let R (oJ denote the real part of oi. In [l] 
the authors have proved that 
-$<R(tiJ<&(n-1) i=l ,...,n. 
In the present note we improve these inequalities showing that 
(I) 
R(WJd~(n-1)-$-m i=2 ,.*., n, (2) 
where oi is the dominant characteristic root of A and m is any nonnegative 
number satisfying m < wl. For example m can be the least row sum of the 
matrix A. 
Proof of the inequalities (2). Let B= +(A + AT). It has been shown in [l] 
that the characteristic roots of B are $(n - 1) and - i(n - 1 times). If C is any 
n X n complex matrix with characteristic roots Xi,. . . ,&, (we suppose that they 
have been ordered so that R(A,) > * * . > R (A,,)) and (pi > . . . > o,, are the 
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characteristic roots of i(C+ C*), it is well known [2] that 
i: R(Xi) G ,&% k=l,...,n 
i=l 
with equality for k= n. Using this result and the first part of (1) with A and B, 
the inequalities (2) follow. 
We also point out that the inequalities for lo,,1 given at the end of [l] can 
be improved by using the sharpened version of the Schur inequality presented 
in [3]. 
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